HP CASE STUDY

DEVICE EFFICIENCY
DRIVES PRODUCTIVITY
AT WALMART CHILE
HP Device as a Service (DaaS) streamlines management
of desktops, workstations, mobile devices and operating
systems at global, market-leading retailer
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HP DaaS allows Walmart Chile to reduce downtime
through improved device management and an
innovative support solution.
$
Industry:
Retail

Country:
Chile

Challenge
Combatting equipment obsolescence

About Walmart Chile
Part of Walmart Stores Inc, Walmart
Chile employs 51,000 people and has
over 400 stores
Story Highlights
Simplifies device management with unified
contract, support and standardization
of systems
Establishes immediate access to accessories
and consumables at all times, reducing
unnecessary downtime and allowing users
to self-service

Walmart Chile S.A., formerly Distribución y Servicio (D&S), is part of the multinational Walmart
Stores Inc., the world’s largest retail corporation. It employs 51,000 people and has over
400 stores.
Until recently, Walmart Chile had a traditional capital investment policy for the procurement of
computers and other IT equipment. However, the depreciation of assets over five years did not
make financial or technological sense. The finance and IT departments decided to initiate a joint
project to re-evaluate the policy.
“The nature of the Walmart PC images and the pace of change of operating systems prevented
equipment upgrading to new versions when required,” explains Pablo Corona, CIO of Walmart
Chile and Argentina. “Equipment soon became obsolete and was hard to reuse. We also had

Matches preferred commercial model,
with shift from CAPEX to OPEX expenditures

different suppliers, which contributed to the complexity of our model.”

Delivers savings of 6% in support costs
and 10% in procurement costs

Walmart Chile also had a dedicated company to service replacements, images, maintenance

Improves procurement management
for spare parts and consumables
Ensures availability of the right devices
for each job

and user support.
“We saw the advantage of migrating to the HP Device as a Service (HP DaaS) model, an
integrated solution that would streamline our infrastructure and provide the hardware,
support and services we needed,” explains Corona.

“Software updates, patch distribution and antivirus
protection are now much easier. All aspects of
hardware management have significantly improved.”
Pablo Corona, CIO, Walmart Chile and Argentina
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400
stores in operation

Solution
Improved asset management
Walmart Chile conducted a review of its business requirements – over 12,000 units – based on
high, medium and low performance criteria, with three desktop models and two laptop models.
The review also included over 300 Apple devices used by the company’s developers who work

51,000
retail staff employed

on digital transformation projects.
Walmart chose HP DaaS, a modern way to manage IT assets and resource. HP DaaS allows
organizations to equip their staff with the right hardware, support and services they need to
do their jobs. Benefits are improved end-user productivity, better IT optimization and more
accurate forecasting.
With the implementation of HP Daas, Walmart Chile's IT resources are freed up to focus on
strategic initiatives and improve the company's operations.

“The partnership between Walmart Chile and HP is
delivering excellent results. The success allows us to
export the hardware provisioning solution to other
countries in the region. There’s still lots of work to
do and we’re looking forward to continuing to make
progress together with HP.”
Pablo Corona, CIO, Walmart Chile and Argentina

To guarantee productivity and avoid downtime when consumables arrive or when repairing or
replacing faulty devices, HP proposed using HP Tech Café.
HP Tech Café is a vending solution that provides on-site access to an array of standard accessories
and consumables – including batteries, cartridges, mice and flash drives – that keeps Walmart
Chile employees at the cutting-edge of new technology and lightens the load on IT. HP Tech Café
provides staff and maintenance technicians fast, self-service resolution of common helpdesk and
tech support needs like failing devices or accessory purchases. HP can handle the ordering and
replenishment of equipment, and provides reporting, to make management easy and effective.
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10%
cut in procurement
costs

Benefits
Automatic update deployment
The contract allows Walmart Chile to unify its IT infrastructure under a single supplier, covering
everything from the distribution and installation of new devices to the retirement of end-of-life
equipment. The on-site maintenance service minimizes downtime without interrupting the
digital experience of staff.
“Tasks such as deploying software updates, distributing patches, and monitoring antivirus for

6%

over 12,000 devices are now much easier. These tasks are accomplished automatically via
the Walmart Chile corporate image. We wanted the corporate image to work correctly at all
times and now it does. All aspects of hardware management have significantly improved,”

reduction in
service costs

remarks Corona.
Walmart Chile has also realized significant savings. “We have reduced support service costs
by 6% and procurement costs by 10%,” explains Corona.
“Using HP Tech Café has been a major innovation,” explains Corona. “Incidents can be resolved in
just a few hours, whereas it used to take weeks. The platform is also connected to our internal
accounting system. This means that we can directly assign the cost to the department and
member of staff receiving the products.

Devices
12,000
devices
under management

“The partnership between Walmart Chile and HP is delivering excellent results. The success
allows us to export the hardware provisioning solution to other countries in the region.
We’re extremely pleased with the contract. We need to continue innovating, looking for
improvements to further reduce costs and downtime. There’s still lots of work to do and

Solution at a glance
Services
HP Device as a Service (HP DaaS)

we’re looking forward to continuing to make progress together with HP,” concludes Corona.

Learn more at hp.com/go/DaaS

HP Device as a Service for Apple
HP Tech Café Market Vending Machine
HP Onsite Support
Hardware
HP EliteBook 840 G3 Notebook PC
HP EliteBook 830 G5 Notebook PC
HP EliteDesk 800 Desktop Mini PC
HP V194 18.5-inch Monitor
HP Pro x2 612 G2 Tablet
HP ZBook 15 G5 Mobile Workstation

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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